Novel calcium-sensing receptor cytoplasmic tail deletion mutation causing autosomal dominant hypocalcemia: molecular and clinical study
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Abstract

Objective: Autosomal dominant hypocalcemia (ADH) is a rare disorder caused by activating mutations of the calcium-sensing receptor (CASR). The treatment of ADH patients with 1α-hydroxylated vitamin D derivatives can cause hypercalciuria leading to nephrocalcinosis.

Design and methods: We studied a girl who presented with hypoparathyroidism and asymptomatic hypocalcemia at age 2.5 years. Mutations of CASR were investigated by DNA sequencing. Functional analyses of mutant and WT CASRs were done in transiently transfected human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells.

Results: The proband and her father are heterozygous for an eight-nucleotide deletion c.2703_2710delCCTTGGAG in the CASR encoding the intracellular domain of the protein. Transient expression of CASR constructs in kidney cells in vitro suggested greater cell surface expression of the mutant receptor with a left-shifted extracellular calcium dose-response curve relative to that of the WT receptor consistent with gain of function. Initial treatment of the patient with calcitriol led to increased urinary calcium excretion. Evaluation for mosaicism in the paternal grandparents of the proband was negative.

Conclusions: We describe a novel naturally occurring deletion mutation within the CASR that apparently arose de novo in the father of the ADH proband. Functional analysis suggests that the cytoplasmic tail of the CASR contains determinants that regulate the attenuation of signal transduction. Early molecular analysis of the CASR gene in patients with isolated idiopathic hypoparathyroidism is recommended because of its relevance to clinical outcome and treatment choice.

In ADH patients, calcium supplementation and low-dose cholecalciferol avoids hypocalcemic symptoms without compromising renal function.
hypoparathyroidism, autosomal dominant hypocalcemia (ADH; MIM #601198) (6, 7). ADH is a rare inherited disease that occurs clinically at any point during life time. Its estimated prevalence is 1/70 000 (8). The clinical presentation is variable, and the associated hypocalcemia is often asymptomatic. The biochemical features of this condition include typically mild-to-moderate, and occasionally more severe, hypocalcemia and hyperphosphatemia accompanied by a low or normal PTH serum level and often a paradoxically normal or elevated urinary calcium excretion rate despite a low serum calcium concentration (6, 7, 9).

CASR belongs to a subfamily of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) characterized by a very large extracellular ligand-binding domain (ECD) followed by a seven transmembrane-spanning domain, contributing to the receptor activation and a long carboxyl-terminal intracellular domain (ICD). The CASR is present on the cell surface as a homodimer, formed constitutively in the endoplasmic reticulum by intermolecular disulfide bonds as well as non-covalent interactions (10, 11, 12). The ICD of the human CASR consists of 216 residues and has been shown to modulate several aspects of receptor function including receptor trafficking, level of cell surface expression, intracellular cell signaling and rate of desensitization (13, 14, 15, 16).

In the present study, we report a hypocalcemic patient who is heterozygous for a novel CASR mutation that while it deletes much of the CASR ICD is in fact expressed phenotypically as a gain of function mutant.

**Subjects and methods**

**Patients**

Seven members of a single family (see Fig. 1) were studied (two males and five females). Informed consent for genetic testing was obtained from all participants or their legal guardians in accordance with local institutional guidelines.

**Amplification of genomic DNA and sequence analysis of CASR**

Leukocyte DNA from venous blood samples from individuals I-1, I-2, II-2, II-4, III-1 and III-2 (Fig. 1), and buccal cell DNA from the deceased individual II-3 (Fig. 1) were isolated using standard methods. Twelve primer pairs were used to amplify exons 2–7 of CASR (encompassing the entire coding sequence), and these primers have been previously described (5, 17) except for 5′-GGTG-CGTTGCAGCACCGCAGCTCA-3′, which was used to replace the exon 7D forward primer. After gel purification, PCR products were directly sequenced (both strands) using a BigDye Terminator Ready Reaction Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) and an ABI PRISM 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems).

**Site-directed mutagenesis and transfection**

Mutated alleles, c.2703_2710 delCCTTGGAG (present study), c.2682_3224del (18) and A877* (19) are designated hereafter as del2703_2710, del2682_3224 and A877X. The mutations were introduced into a c-Myc-tagged human CASR cDNA in pcDNA3.1 using our previously described methods (20). The previously characterized naturally occurring ADH CASR large cytoplasmic tail deletion (c.2682_3224del) mutant (18) and the engineered A877X mutant (19) were chosen as reference controls in our studies. The correctness of the constructs was confirmed by sequencing. Human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells (kindly provided by NPS Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT) were transfected with c-Myc-tagged human CASR cDNAs, WT or mutant, as described (9).

**Fluorescence immunocytochemistry and confocal microscopy**

In total, 48 h after transfection, PBS-washed cells were fixed in cold 4% paraformaldehyde/0.12 M sucrose. Cells were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 min. Washed cells were incubated in 6% goat serum for 30 min and then at 4°C overnight with a c-Myc MAB (9E10) at a 1:100 dilution. Triton X-100 (0.1%) was added to the solutions containing permeabilized cells. Washed cells were incubated for 1.5 h with a goat anti-mouse Cy3-conjugated antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA, USA). Slides were mounted with Permafluor mounting medium, dried and visualized by confocal microscopy (Carl Zeiss LSM 410 laser scanning microscope, NY) (12).

**Western blot analysis**

Western blot analysis was conducted to assess whole-cell extracts of HEK293 cells transiently transfected with WT and both mutant c-Myc-tagged CASR cDNAs del2703_2710 and del2682_3224. Proteins were isolated from HEK293 cells and subjected to SDS–PAGE on a 5–9% linear gradient gel, followed by western blotting as described previously (9).
MAPK assay

The ability of mutated receptors to respond to extracellular calcium ions was compared to that of the WT receptor. Relative activity was assessed by phosphorylation of ERK1/2, a protein targeted by MAPK pathways (21). HEK293 cells were treated with increasing CaCl₂ concentrations (0.5–10 mM) for 5 min. Whole-cell extracts were prepared, and aliquots were separated by 10% SDS–PAGE and analyzed for the expression of phosphorylated and total ERK1/2 by immunoblotting with a PhosphoPlus p44/42 MAPK (Thr202/Tyr204) antibody kit (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Scion Image–National Institutes of Health image processing and analysis program (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/) was used for signal densitometry. The ratios of the phosphorylated to nonphosphorylated ERK1/2 signals at various extracellular calcium concentrations were calculated first and then normalized to the ratio of phosphorylated to nonphosphorylated ERK1/2 at 0.5 mM Ca²⁺ as described previously (22), and dose-response curves were plotted.

Results

Patients

The proband (III-2; Fig. 1) was a baby girl born by Caesarian section at 38 weeks after a normal pregnancy of her mother, a 28-year-old healthy female (II-4; Fig. 1A). The parents were non-consanguineous and Caucasian. The birth weight and length were 3900 g and 50 cm respectively, and the perinatal history was uneventful. The baby was breast-fed, thrived well and was provided with

Figure 1

(A) Pedigree of the family with ADH. Clinical status is indicated by open symbols (unaffected or status not known) and solid symbols (ADH). Further clinical details are given in Table 1. The proband is indicated by the arrow. (+) presence and (−) absence of a mutated CASR allele. (B) Direct sequence analysis of genomic DNA of patient III-2 revealed a heterozygous deletion mutation (not shown) that was confirmed by sequencing individual subclones of the exon 7 PCR product. Sequence chromatograms: i) WT allele. The nucleotides deleted in the mutated allele are boxed: ii) mutated allele. The arrowhead indicates the deletion point. (C) WT and mutant sequences of part of exon 7. The restriction enzyme StyI recognition site present in the WT but lost in the mutant del2703-2710 is bracketed. The StyI site in the WT is shown on the restriction map of the exon 7 amplicon. (D) Gel electrophoretic separation of StyI restriction digests of the exon 7 PCR product in family members confirmed the presence of the mutation in individual III-2 and its absence in individuals I-1, I-2 and II-2. Lane M, DNA markers with sizes to the left of the gel. Undigested and StyI-digested exon 7 amplicon sizes are shown to the right.
vitamin D₃ supplementation at the standard dosage (600 IU/day). Psychomotor development was normal, with no evidence of tetany or seizures. The proband was clinically evaluated at 2.5 years of age because her father (II-3; Fig. 1A) had been diagnosed with hypoparathyroidism (see below). Laboratory work-up of the girl showed hypocalcemia, hyperphosphatemia, a low PTH level and hypocalciuria (Table 1; urine calcium mmol/day). The serum 25-hydroxycholecalciferol level was normal. Clinically, the girl did not demonstrate paresthesia, cramps or tetany. However, increased neuromuscular irritability was demonstrated by Chvostek and Trousseau signs. A prolonged QTc interval was found by electrocardiography. Nephrocalcinosis was excluded by renal ultrasonography.

The father of the proband (II-3; Fig. 1A) was examined for tetany and paresthesia at the age of 30 years. Laboratory work-up revealed hypocalcemia, hyperphosphatemia, an inappropriately normal serum PTH level and normocalciuria (Table 1). Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain revealed calcifications of the basal ganglia and osteoarthrosis with calcifications of the shoulder joints. Nephrocalcinosis was not evident. Treatment was initiated with a vitamin D₃ derivative, dihydrotachysterol, at 600 IU/day and oral calcium at 1500 mg/day. At the age of 33 years, he died suddenly due to an accident. The paternal grandparents (I-1 and I-2; Fig. 1A) had normal calcium and phosphate levels. The father’s mother (I-2; Fig. 1A) was undergoing treatment for urolithiasis. The father’s sister (II-2; Fig. 1) and her daughter (III-1; Fig. 1A) were clinically healthy with respect to calcium and phosphate metabolism.

The proband’s mother (II-4; Fig. 1A) had an unremarkable health history. Her serum calcium, phosphate, magnesium, PTH and 25-hydroxyvitamin D₃ levels were normal, as well as her calcium excretion rate. There was no evidence of any calcium or phosphate disorder on the maternal side of the family.

### PCR and DNA sequence analysis of the mutation

Direct sequence analysis (not shown) of PCR-amplified CASR exons in the proband (III-2) and her father (II-3) identified a novel heterozygous CASR mutation encompassing loss of eight nucleotides in exon 7, c.2703_2710delCCTTGGAG. Examination of subclones of the WT and mutant alleles revealed their sequences (Fig. 1B). This deletion leads to a frame shift, introduction of non-CASR amino acid sequence with premature arrest of the synthesis of the mutated protein – p.S901del/fsX977. In individuals III-1, II-1, II-2, II-4, I-1 and I-2, direct sequence analysis of CASR exon 7 confirmed homozygosity for the WT allele. The genotypes of particular family members are displayed in Fig. 1A. In addition, the presence of this mutation abolished a StyI restriction site in the CASR exon 7 amplicon allowing for a convenient diagnostic test of the presence or absence of the mutation in family members (see Fig. 1C and D).

### Fluorescence immunocytochemistry and confocal microscopy

The presence of cell surface staining (positive staining indicates normal receptor maturation and trafficking to the plasma membrane) was performed using non-permeabilized cells, and the expression of receptors undergoing maturation and trafficking within cells was assessed using permeabilized cells. Non-permeabilized cells transfected with WT receptor showed strong staining at the cell surface. Permeabilization of these cells revealed additional perinuclear staining associated with the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus (Fig. 2). Nonpermeabilized and permeabilized cells transfected with mutated CASRs showed similar patterns as the WT, indicating normal trafficking of the mutant CASRs from the endoplasmic reticulum to the membrane (Fig. 2).

### Table 1 Baseline biochemical values in the proband (III-2), her father (II-2) and her mother (II-4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedigree</th>
<th>Serum total calcium (2.05–2.54 mmol/l)</th>
<th>Serum ionized calcium (1.20–1.38 mmol/l)</th>
<th>Serum phosphate (0.65–1.61 mmol/l)*</th>
<th>Serum magnesium (0.78–0.99 mmol/l)</th>
<th>Serum PTH (1.30–7.60 pmol/l)</th>
<th>Serum 25(OH)D (50–250 nmol/l)</th>
<th>Diurnal urinary Ca (2.4–7.2 mmol/day)b</th>
<th>Urinary Ca to Cr index (to 0.59 mmol/mmol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III-2</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>107.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-3</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-4</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>131.00</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND, not determined.

*Normal range for infants (1.16–1.90).

bNormal range for infants (2.00–4.00).
Western blot analysis of transiently expressed WT and mutant CASRs in HEK293 cells

The different species of the WT receptor observed upon western blot analysis (Fig. 3A) are the monomeric immature glycosylated (140 kDa), mature glycosylated (160 kDa) and dimeric (>300 kDa) forms. Both the del2682_3224 and del2703_2710 mutants have all these similar forms of the receptor, but they migrate at a faster rate than the WT. The levels of the mutant mature monomeric species are shown relative to that of WT (set at 1.0). Values shown are the means (±S.E.M.) of three replicates. **P < 0.01 compared with WT.

Figure 2
Plasma membrane and intracellular expression of WT and mutant CASRs in transfected HEK293 cells. Fluorescence immunocytochemistry and confocal microscopy were performed in HEK293 cells transiently transfected with WT or mutant (del2682_3224 or del2703_2710) c-Myc-tagged CASR cDNAs. Immunostaining was done with c-Myc MAB 9E10, and detection was made with goat anti-mouse fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated secondary antibody. Examples of fields of non-permeabilized (A) and permeabilized (B) cells are shown.

Figure 3
(A) Western blot analysis of cell extracts of HEK293 cells transiently transfected with WT or mutant (del2682_3224 or del2703_2710) c-Myc-tagged CASR cDNAs. Recombinant proteins were stained with c-Myc MAB 9E10, and endogenous proteins were stained with a β-tubulin antibody. Sizes of CASR WT species are shown on the left, and molecular weight markers are shown on the right. (B) Levels of the CASR 160-kDa WT mature monomeric and the equivalent mutant species relative to β-tubulin were determined by densitometry. The levels of the mutant mature monomeric species are shown relative to that of WT (set at 1.0). Values shown are the means (±S.E.M.) of three replicates. **P < 0.01 compared with WT.
mobility on the gel consistent with their truncated sizes relative to WT. The result with the del2682_3224 mutant is fully consistent with a previous study (18) that documented higher levels of this mutant at the plasma membrane. The higher overall levels as well as specifically the mature monomeric species in the del2703_2710 and del2682_3224 mutants (Fig. 3B) provide evidence that like the del2682_3224 mutant, the del2703_2710 mutant is also more highly expressed at the cell surface.

**MAPK responsiveness of mutant CASRs to extracellular calcium**

The ability of the mutant receptors relative to WT receptor to respond to extracellular calcium was assessed in a MAPK ERK1/2 assay following transient expression in HEK293 cells. Compared with WT CASR, the positive control mutated receptor del2682_3224 exhibited a left-shifted dose-response curve with a reduced EC50 (the level of extracellular Ca producing half of the maximal intracellular response) fully consistent with a previous study in which the ability of extracellular calcium to increase intracellular calcium was evaluated (18). Similarly the novel del2703_2710 mutant demonstrated a left-shifted dose-response curve with a reduced EC50 relative to WT (Fig. 4). The negative control mutant A877X demonstrated barely 10% of the activity of the WT even at the maximum extracellular calcium dose. This is fully consistent with our previous study with this mutant in which intracellular calcium changes were measured (19).

**Subcloning of CASR exon 7 and restriction enzyme analysis**

Subclones of the leukocyte DNA CASR exon 7 amplicon inserted into a TA cloning vector were distinguished by Sty1/EcoRI restriction enzyme analysis (Fig. 5). The WT/mutant ratios detected were as follows: I-1, 40:0 (100% WT/0% mutant); I-2, 99:0 (100% WT/0% mutant); and III-2, 30:35 (46% WT/54% mutant). Therefore, the proband (III-2) was confirmed as being heterozygous for the mutation and the paternal grandparents (I-1 and I-2) as both homozygous for the WT allele, thus providing no evidence for mosaicism.

**Influence of treatment on proband’s calciuria**

At the age of 2.5 years, the proband was hypocalcemic but normocalciuric (Table 2; urinary Ca to Cr index); therefore, calcitriol supplementation (17 ng/kg per day) was initiated.
without additional calcium. After 3 months of treatment, the proband exhibited persistent hypocalcemia and hyperphosphatemia, with an undetectable serum PTH level. The urinary excretion rate remained relatively low; therefore, the calcitriol supplementation dosage was doubled (to 34 ng/kg per day). At the age of 3.75 years, the proband remained hypocalcemic, and the calcium urinary excretion rate was increased to a hypercalciuric level (Table 2). Therefore, the calcitriol treatment was switched to calcium supplementation (600 mg/day) in combination with a low dose of cholecalciferol (200 IU/day). After an additional 3 months, the proband was normocalciuric. This treatment has been continued up to the present age of 7 years and has resulted in stable serum calcium and PTH levels and normocalciuria (Table 2). The girl has no clinical symptoms of hypocalcemia; her renal function is normal, and nephrocalcinosis has been excluded by renal ultrasound.

Discussion

We have identified a novel heterozygous mutation, del2703_2710, in the C-tail of the CASR accounting for the hypoparathyroidism/hypocalcemia of the proband and her father. Hence, they have ADH type 1. Functional analysis of the mutant receptor confirmed its gain-of-function properties relative to the WT receptor. The present mutation, S901del/fsX977, can be compared with other activating mutations found in the CASR ICD, S895_V1075del (18), K897ins/fsX979 (23) and P910del/fsX938 (24) in which significant parts of the CASR C-tail are deleted or changed to a shortened mutated sequence.

Figure 5
Search for evidence of mosaicism for the CASR mutation in clinically unaffected individuals I-1 and I-2 (see Fig. 1A) by analysis of subcloned PCR amplicons. (A) DNA fragment patterns of StyI/EcoRI-digested recombinant plasmids representing either WT or mutant CASR exon 7 cloned into the PCR2.1–TOPO vector in either sense or antisense orientation. Only one lane is shown for WT: sense and antisense, and only one for mutant: sense and antisense, as in each case (sense and antisense), the restriction patterns are indistinguishable. The sizes of fragments in bp derived from the insert are shown to the left, and those derived from the vector are shown to the right. (B) StyI/EcoRI (S/E) restriction map of the PCR2.1–TOPO vector and the four alternative inserts. (C) Percentage of clones obtained after subcloning the CASR exon 7 amplicon from leukocyte DNA of individuals I-1, I-2 and III-2 (see text for details).
The CASR C-tail extends from amino acid 863–1078, and the proximal part is critical for cell signaling (19, 25, 26), but additional sequences within both proximal and distal parts of the C-tail are important for cell surface expression, desensitization, internalization, and down-regulation of the receptor. Three common polymorphisms, A986S, R990G and Q1011E, in the C-tail are associated with altered blood calcium levels and/or urinary calcium excretion (27, 28). A unique secondary structure, a 15 amino acid α-helical stretch from residue 877–891, may be required for efficient trafficking of the CASR to the cell surface (25). Phosphorylation at T888 by protein kinase C is important for desensitization of the receptor and a mutant (T888M) that is unable to be phosphorylated causes ADH (29).

A long PEST-like sequence motif (rich in proline, glutamine, serine and threonine) within amino acids 920–970 of the C-tail directs lysosomal degradation and regulates cell surface receptor level (30) with the latter property also influenced by an arginine-rich motif, R890-R898 (31). A leucine 1013, leucine 1014 motif in the CASR ICD interacts with the multi-subunit adaptor protein 2 (AP-2) that mediates endocytosis of the CASR. This function was discovered by the recent finding that missense mutations in the sigma (σ) subunit of AP-2 cause familial hypocalciuric hypercalcemia (FHH) type 3 (OMIM #600740) in FHH patients lacking mutations in the CASR itself (16). The FHH type 3 AP-2 σ-subunit mutations cause loss of CASR endocytosis as does mutation of leucines at amino acids 1013 and 1014 in the CASR C-tail that interact with the AP-2 σ-subunit (16). As these amino acids are within the sequence lost in the particular ADH activating mutations described in this report, the mechanisms whereby the ADH mutations exert their gain-of-function vs how the AP-2 σ-subunit FHH type 3 mutations exert their loss of function will require further study.

With respect to cellular signaling, in a previous study, the freshwater fish tilapia CASR that has a truncated ICD of 96 amino acids lacking the distal part of the mammalian CASR ICD, phosphorylated ERK1/2 via the MAPK pathway in response to increases in extracellular calcium (21). The authors of that study commented that this might be unexpected given reports of binding of the scaffolding protein filamin-A to the distal part of the CASR ICD as a requirement for MAPK activation (32). In the present study, we confirm that human ADH mutant CASRs having a truncated or deleted C-tail, del2703-2710 or del2682-3224, that lack the putative filamin A binding site, clearly support phosphorylation of ERK1/2 in response to ligand receptor activation.
In the proband described here, no symptoms of hypocalcemia have manifested to date, and in her father, the first symptoms occurred at age of 30 years. Wide variability in the clinical presentation has been reported in other ADH patients, ranging from severe seizures to the total absence of symptoms. The severity of the presentation is inversely related to the serum calcium concentration (6), and a clear link between relative clinical biochemistries and the behavior of particular mutant receptors in vitro has been made in some studies but not others (6, 33, 34). Also, as patients within the same family can exhibit differing clinical presentations, the potential influence of other genetic or non-genetic factors is suggested (6).

Treatment of the hypocalcemia is especially challenging in ADH patients relative to hypoparathyroidism of other aetiologies. Treatment with vitamin D metabolites as is normal in hypoparathyroid hypocalcemia may fail to raise the serum calcium level but excessively stimulate urinary calcium excretion. It can be noted that CASR gene expression is upregulated by active vitamin D in the parathyroid gland and kidney tubules (35). In ADH patients, calcitriol treatment may increase expression of the already active CASR in renal tubules leading to nephrocalcinosis, nephrolithiasis and renal damage (7, 36). Use of vitamin D derivatives and their dosages should be carefully considered and the calcitria strictly monitored (6, 7). In our proband, the increasing doses of calcitriol led to increased urinary calcium excretion rate but hypocalcemia persisted. Treatment was switched from calcitriol to low-dose calcium and vitamin D₃, leading to normalization of calciuria without change in serum calcium. This strategy allowed for the maintenance of a stable serum calcium level minimizing development of clinical symptoms while keeping the calcium excretion rate below which would cause nephrocalcinosis. In a few cases of ADH due to CASR mutations, the long-term use of human PTH has been shown to be of benefit (37, 38). In addition, the potential for using calcilytics, compounds that desensitize the CASR, has recently been demonstrated in mouse models of ADH (39, 40).

Finally, there is a high frequency of de novo mutations in ADH (6, 41), and as for other autosomal disorders (42, 43), as many as 20% of these may be examples of mosaic mutations that go undetected during routine mutation analysis. In an ADH family that we studied previously, although the unaffected mother was of apparently normal genotype by routine mutation testing, upon more sensitive analysis, we found that she was mosaic for the activating CASR mutation present in two of her ADH-affected sons (44). Therefore, the presence of mosaicism could be considered in any ADH family in which a mutation had apparently arisen de novo. In the present case, examination of both the paternal grandparents, by evaluating multiple subclones of the CASR exon 7 PCR product from their leukocyte DNA, did not provide evidence of mosaicism in either them. However, heterozygosity for the mutation in the proband was confirmed.

In conclusion, we describe a novel naturally occurring deletion mutation within the CASR that apparently arose de novo in the father of the ADH proband. The functional analysis suggests that the cytoplasmic tail of the CASR contains determinants that regulate the attenuation of signal transduction. Early molecular analysis of the CASR gene in patients with isolated idiopathic hypoparathyroidism is strongly recommended because of its relevance to clinical outcome and treatment choice.
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